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Abstract
A collaborative project between the Computing faculty and the
Education faculty of Monasb University was aimed at
improving the teaching end learning of first year programming.
After initial research had identified the problems, some
improvements were attempted during 1996. One department
was willing and able to make major changes to its subjects
immediately. The sequence of two fiist year programming
subjects was restructured and redesigned. The progress of the
project was monitored via direct observation, email and the
World Wide Web. An improvement in the percentage of
students who achieved very good results marked the project as
a success.

1 Background
Inan effort to improve the quality of teaching and learning in
the Faculty of Computing and Information Technology at
Monash Universi~, the Dean in 1994 invited the Education
Facufty to share their expertise in teaching. The Education
faculty believed that simply presenting a series of seminars on
the latest educational theory was unlikely to produce any
lasting or significant change, and suggested a collaborative
project that would first identifi the problems and then suggest
solutions.

The first year progrdng subjects were chosen as the target
area for a pilot project, because every Department in the
Faculty teaches first year programming, although with different
implementation languages and different modes of delivery.

In the past, programming was considered the most difficult and
least interesting subject by most first year students in all
Computing courses at Monash University. First year
programming subjects had comparatively low pass rates, and a
low percentage of students chose to continue with programming
subjects afterwards.
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The Departmen~s of Software Development and Computer
Science volunteered to take part in the project. AN iuitid
research project involving observations of lectures and tutorial
classes by education experts, plus a series of detailed
interviews of most staff members and a randomly selected
group of students over a one semester period. produce(i :1clear
picture of the problems and a set of recommendations fbr
solving them.

Some of these recommendations related to the tmining ol
tutorial staff in educational techniques, w mm t of IIwm had no
prior formal training in education and the research had shown
clearly that tutorials, not lectures, were the students’ major
learning environment. A three day training course lor Iuturs
was developed, with a follow-up meeting every week or two
during the semester. BotfI Departments adopted lhis prwxicc,
described in detail in [3]. Only the Department of Sot’tware
Development was willing and able immediately to make major
changes to the format, presentation style and content of its
lectures and other classes. Its first year programming suhjcct
has about 400 students, of whom about 350 tire iu (he daytime
stream and the remainder attend evening classes.

2 Changes made to programming subjects
A team approach was instigated in order to foster “ownership”
of the subject by the 18 tutors involved, As well as Iwgc
quantities of email flowing between lecturers and tutors. the
weekly meeting attended by an education expert speci ficaliy
addressed teaching issues such as how to present varitms (epics
to the students, and how successful or trnsuccesst’LI1the
previous weeks classes had been. In the Department of
Software Development, there has always been a policv that the
lecturer in a subject S11OU1CIalso take at least one tutorial INthat
subicct,inorder to keep in touch with the studen[s :ind ((,
observe how thuy are coping with the materiui. The lec’LLIrIJrs

are therefore port of the tutoring team.

Each student had previously attended one two hour Iccture md
one two hour laboratory session eoch week. The Iecxuru N
attended by all students in either the daytime stream CMtlw
evening stream. For other classes, students are di~,ided into

groups of about 16, each with a tutor. For many ye~rs. stu&nts
have been invited to ask questiom of the lecturer and their
tutors via email. They have availed themselves oi this t’acdity
to a great extent, as it is often the easiest and fastest way of
finding and gaining the attention of busy staff members
regarding small problems.
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In 1996, the two hour lecture was broken into two one hour
lectures for the daytime students. Lectures were now seen as a
way to introduce concepk and stimulate interest, but were no
longer expected to induce deep understanding in the students.
The major learning vehicles were discussion classes and
laboratory sessions.

In addition to the two hour laboratory session, a one hour
discussion class was introduced. It encouraged students to
explore concepts introduced in the ftrst lecture and to raise
questions that could be answered in the second lecture.
Students were required to discuss their ideas, and tutors were
discouraged from giving answers and asking closed questions.
Exercises incorporating educational techniques such as Predict-
Observe-Explain, mimics, role playing and grids [1] were used
in discussion classes. In first semester, these exercises were
devised during the lecture preparation meeting, produced by
one of the lecturers and given to the other tutors at the weekly
meeting soon afterwards. fn second semester, the tutors were
given more autonomy and expected to prcxfuce their own
materials for discussion classes.

In the laboratory session, students had the opportunity to write
programs to cement their understanding of concepts and
techniques. Collaboration between students was strongly
encouraged, as the more students talk about the work, the more
they understand.

Each lecture was discussed at length with education experts
whose prior teaching experience was mainly with secondary
school students, Several techniques that bad been found
valuable in that context were tried and evaluated, with varying
degrees of strccas. The lecture preparation meeting focused on
answers to questions such as “Do the students really need to
know this? Do they need to know it now? How does it link to
what they already know?”. Different ways of presenting new
topics were evaluated. Rather than delivering one lecture that
covered all that students needed to know about a topic, an
iterative approach was adopted whereby the topic was covered
a iittle at a time, allowing students to become familiar with one
aspect of the topic before introducing another aspect of it in a
later week.

The education experts and the programming lecturers together
prcduced a concept map of the subject content, and the
education experts remarked that it was no wonder that students
have trouble learning programming, as there are a very large
number of concepts involved and the subject is extremely
cumulative.

High quality Powerpoint slides were used to present all
lectures, as were demonstrations of coding and executing
programs using the environment available in the labs. These
Powerpoint files and sample programs were available to
students for downloading from the subject home page on the
World Wide Web.

3 Use of the World Wide Web
The World Wide Web was used not only to disseminate all
subject information including syllabus, lecture notes, staff
timetables, exercises, assignment specifications, helpful hints,
etc., but also to obtain feedback from students. Apart from the
surveys described in the following section, a newsgroup was set

up 10tacdi~atcdlscusslons,Fol techuic.,1(Jnd o[hcr)rc,,s(,,]s.

thisnew<group was not used cx(cn<ivc]y

A more popular facility was the anonymous feedback scciioll.
Anonymous comments and questions submitted vi~ forms were
amwered by the lecturer or one of the other tutors ahn(xt
immediately. This was well used in second semester, when
students were familiar with the Web. Weaker studenls sccrncd
more confident communicating with staff anonymously than
contributing to a newsgroup or emailing tutors directly. At one
point a student made some comments highly offensive [o other
students and staffi a filter program ensured that this did not
happen again.

Anonymous feedback ranged from questiom about why certain
standards were set to complaints about the difficulty ot’ [hc
subject to compliments on its improvement. Art example of
some of the anonymous feedback received is shown below:

I would just like to thank all stafl who were a parl of rhis
subject this semester, I have done this ,subject in the pas/ and
deferred because of the dificulty I experienced in lhi,r subject.
In the past, the staff were hard to approach and th~ subject
content itself was too rrwch to lake in during orw .sclflcs[ev, 1[
,seerned that this seme,rter was rrruchbetter organ iW4 [Ind
orientated cu helping s[udents undemrand the ,subjc(/ II(J1ji~,~t
do it/ The tutes a.rsisted with the programming and [he
discussion group with the understanding of the progrmnmirrg, 1
felt comfortable with [he work load (tnd the con[en{ 01’lhc
,subject ondfelt that 1 ~ave it /nv best us it was nol in[ilnid(ttinx.
Thankyou for the ,sl{pport, jtir lhejir.s[ time I uctua[lv
ENJOYED programming and learnt something in the proress.
~ the subject is organised the same way next .semesler. 1hx sure
future sftl102 stadenls will feel the same. Thanks once again.

The use of email by students to communicate with tutors and
the lecturer was greatly reduced.

Each tutorial group had a spot on the Web to display their
work, in order to encourage collaborative learning. This aIso
allowed the lecturer to see what different tutorial groups were
doing. Students were invited to submit suggestions for
examination questions via the Web, with a promise that (he
best three would be used on the examination paper.

The use of the World Wide Web is described in more detail in
[2].

4 Monitoring of the project
Apart from anonymous comments, feedback was sought Iiorn
all students by occasionally at the beginning of a weeks
laboratory session asking them to make radio button responses
via the Web to questions about how they were c{y>ing\\itll tlw
subject and which components were mmt USCIUIIOthcm. AH
example of such a question is:

Which ciwnponersl of the subjecf do yol~~ind masr L(t/MIb/eJor
your learning ?

● Lectures

● Discussion classes
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● Lab sessions References

A Perl script stored the responses in a file and automatically
summarized them.

A subset of students chosen at random were asked to respond at
greater length via email to similar questions.

As a result of this monitoring, occasionally a lecture intended to
introduce anew topic was cancelled and replaced by prevision
lecture on a troublesome topic or a role play by tutors of the
assignment specification in order to clarify it.

Education research assistants continued to observe discussion
classes and laboratory sessions to find out whetber the
techniques espoused in the [mining course were actually being
used. There was aclear improvement in good teaching practice
between the first semester and the second semester, as
measured by the amount and types of interaction between
students and tutor. Asno previous records had been kept, it
wasdifficultt oknowhowm uchimprovementt herehad been
between the previous year and the fist semester.

Tutors were surveyed via email just after the initial training
course and again at the end of semester togauge their reactions
tothe training course, their estimate ofitsvalue and their
impressions of thesuccess of the subject. Oneofthe questions
and oneresponseto it is:

> Doyouthink the subject wassignljicantly differerztfrom
other years? If so, how?

Yes, it was significantly different from other years from the
POV of the obviously increased focus on quality of teaching
throughout the subject - from what I have garnered from the
students, they also seethe differences.

Of course, this increase has meant an increase in workload
during the average week for the tutors...

5 Success of the project
At the beginning of the project, the education experts predicted
that the effects of the change in teaching style would probably
not become apparent until second semester, as most of the
tutors would take time to become comfortable with the new
style. The student results (i.e., percentages of students
achieving the various possible grades) for first semester were
similar to results in previous years. In second semester,
although the percentage of students failing or discontinuing the
subject was similar to previous years, the percentage of
students doing very well (i.e., achieving distinctions and high
distinctions) rose from 31~o to 40%.

Most of the tutors enjoyed participating in these subjects, even
though they had to spend considerably more time and effort on
them than on other subjects they were tutoring.
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We feel that the project has been successful so far, and are
looking forward to continuing it in 1997, further improving our
subjects and extending the use of successful strategies to other
subjects in the Faculty.
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